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KNOWLEDGE, BELIEFS AND HABITS OF SERBIAN UNIVERSITY STUDENTS 

REGARDING USAGE OF ANTIBIOTICS – A CROSS-SECTIONAL STUDY  

OF BIOMEDICAL AND NON-BIOMEDICAL STUDENTS 

Nemanja R Kutlesic  

Faculty of Biosciences and Veterinary Medicine, University of Camerino, Camerino, Italy 

Abstract. Proper usage of antibiotics is an often-overlooked subject, leading to a high level of ignorance among youth 

towards this important topic. The aim of this study was to examine the knowledge, beliefs, and habits of students at Nis 

University regarding the usage of antibiotics and discover whether an anticipated difference existed between knowledge 

and habits of biomedical students and that of non-biomedical students. The data were acquired through an online 

questionnaire that addressed knowledge, beliefs, and habits regarding antibiotics. The study adhered to the principles of 

the Helsinki declaration. Data were separated into two groups and tested for statistical significance using the Chi-

squared test. The questionnaire showed that the majority of students (76.86%) were able to correctly identify bacteria as 

the main target of antibiotics. More students from non-biomedical faculties thought viral infections could be treated with 

antibiotics (37.35% vs. 7.06% of medical, p<0.05), and identified incorrectly Paracetamol as an antibiotic (42.17% vs. 

8.15% of medical, p<0.05). However, a similar percentage in both groups (49.14%) claimed they interrupted their 

regimen before the prescribed time, and as much as 67.39% of biomedical students acquired antibiotics with no 

prescription. Biomedical students demonstrated much better knowledge and beliefs on antibiotics, however, students 

from both groups were found to have similar habits regarding the usage. The results are similar to available studies from 

the developing world. A large percentage of students tampers with antibiotics on their own. Campaigns are necessary to 

inform students better on the subject. 
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Introduction

 

Proper usage of antibiotics is an important topic often 

overlooked in high school education, therefore leading 

to a high level of ignorance among youth. Misuse of 

antibiotics (regime altering, self-medication, and abuse, 

missed purpose) can lead to a lowered effect of treat-

ment, ultimately leading to antibiotic resistance [1]. 

Increased usage of antibiotics has been reported 

throughout the world, with a growing rate of self-medi-

cation [2, 3]. Antibiotics’ misuse most commonly leads 

to antibiotic resistance, which has been estimated to 

cause 700 000 deaths per year; by 2050 this number 

may rise to 10 000 000 deaths per year [4]. 

In relation to this, literature data report that public 

unawareness level regarding the ineffectiveness of anti-

biotics in viral diseases was as high as 60% in the Euro-

pean population in 2001 [5, 6]. Ochoa et al [6] have re-

ported that overuse of antibiotics has been reported in 

upper respiratory tract infections, regardless of the fact 

that these infections are mostly viral in origin. Further-

more, a study conducted across Europe showed large 

rates of self-medication using antibiotics, even in the 
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immediate proximity of Serbia. These numbers include 

28% in Slovenia and 20.5% in Croatia [7], as well as 

high levels in other South European countries like 

Malta, Spain, and Italy [7, 8].  

The most worrying statistics is related to the level of 

knowledge of antibiotics and antibiotic resistance 

among university students, who are expected to make 

up the most educated part of the future world’s popula-

tion. Physician’s error and antibiotics over-prescription 

are among the main causes of the development of anti-

biotic resistance [4]. Therefore, a special emphasis is 

put on the students of the biomedical profession, as 

young researchers and clinicians are in a crucial phase 

of their education where their opinion on the issue 

should be formed. It has been found difficult to alter 

their perception once they adopt wrong habits [9]. 

The objective of this study is to examine the 

knowledge, beliefs, and habits of students regarding 

usage of antibiotics and to investigate whether students of 

medical and similar faculties have a better understanding 

of the matter in comparison to less relative study courses. 

Based on the previous studies [10] and taking into 

account the curriculum of biomedical faculties, the hy-

pothesis of the study is that biomedical students will 

demonstrate a better knowledge of the subject and that 

their habits will be more in compliance with the princi-

ples of the rational use of antibiotics.  
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According to available research, this study was among 

the first to investigate and compare the knowledge, habits, 

and beliefs of medical/pharmaceutical students to students 

of other branches at the same university. The importance of 

such a study, besides being one of the pioneers in the field, 

is to provide a good insight into students’ knowledge and 

attitude on the subject. This can be further used to assess 

whether campaigns on knowledge improvement are 

needed and what specific points are to be addressed. 

Considering that the study focuses on the future academic 

population of the City of Nis and its broader region, 

students make up the most important population group 

whose awareness should be assessed. 

Materials and Methods 

Data gathering was performed in collaboration with 

student representatives from each of the surveyed faculty 

(cited in Acknowledgements). The main data gathering 

method was an online survey, in addition to printed 

questionnaires used in conditions where an online survey 

could not be implemented. 

Prior to completing the online survey, participants 

gave their informed consent for processing their an-

swers and basic personal details for research purposes. 

The study was conducted in accordance with the princi-

ples of the Helsinki declaration. The questionnaire was 

completed fully anonymously, and only personal data 

asked from the participants included age, sex, and fac-

ulty affiliation. There was no compensation nor reward 

offered to participants. 

In compliance with the three main domains of the 

study, the questionnaire was divided into three parts that 

assessed participants’ knowledge, beliefs, and habits, 

respectively. The questions were designed in compliance 

with some previous studies conducted in Norway [11], 

Italy [12], Indonesia [2] and the United Arab Emirates 

[10].  

The survey encompassed a total of 19 questions. The 

questions were laid out in a manner so that the survey does 

not resemble a knowledge test, as this could press students 

to do better and bias the results. Most of the questions 

asked for a simple Yes/No answer (or Agree/Disagree), 

however, several questions asked students to choose 

among given answers (where more answers were possible), 

and several others asked students to put in an answer on 

their own (such as the question that asked for an example 

of an antibiotic). The diverse questions aimed to cover 

most of the topics related to the consumption of antibiotics.  

The questions are enumerated in the following Table 

1, along with the correct (expected, rational) answer 

highlighted in bold.  

Table 1 Questions and possible answers. Correct answers are shaded in bold. 

No. Question Answer(s) 

K N O W L E D G E 

1. Antibiotics are effectively used against (more responses possible): bacteria,  

viruses, fungus 

2. What of the following drugs are antibiotics (more responses possible)? 

Paracetamol* (acetaminophen) / Brufen* (ibuprofen) / Probiotic / Sinacillin* (Amoxicillin) / Bromazepam / Penicillin 

3. Antibiotics need not be taken in regular intervals, if the daily dosage is respected. Yes/No 

4. Antibiotics help after all types of cough, throat pain, and common cold. Yes/No 

5. Antibiotics can be kept for further usage, if the illness reappears. Yes/No 

6. Taking antibiotics out of dosing regime is not dangerous. Yes/No 

B E L I E F S 

1. I believe that antibiotics can help with most diseases. Agree/Disagree 

2. I believe that taking antibiotics preventively can immunise us against the common flu. Agree/Disagree 

3. I believe that the therapy may be interrupted when the symptoms fade out. Agree/Disagree 

4. I believe that antibiotics have no side-effects. Agree/Disagree 

H A B I T S 

1. Have you ever acquired antibiotics with no prescription? Yes/No 

2. Have you ever acquired antibiotics preventively? Yes/No 

3. Have you ever consumed alcohol during your therapy with antibiotics? Yes/No 

4. Do you carry an antibiotic when you travel, in case someone falls ill? Yes/No 

5. Have you ever interrupted your regime before the time prescribed? Yes/No 

6. Do you always consult your doctor prior to taking antibiotics? Yes/No 

7. Do you always inspect the instruction manual and check the expiry date prior to taking an antibiotic? Yes/No 

8. Have you ever skipped a dose that you went on to make up for? Yes/No 

9. If you take antibiotics on your own, the reasons that you do it for are… 

a) You have the antibiotics at home 

b) You study medicine (or a relevant faculty, so you are informed 

c) someone from you household works in healthcare 

d) you’ve had a good experience with that medicine 

e) You do not take them on your own 

*: throughout the survey, the common (commercial) name of the antibiotic in Serbia was used, however, in the report, scientific 

(INN) name is also reported for better understanding of the questions. 
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For interpretation, the results have been quantified 

and represented both in the number of students and in 

percentile (from the given group – medical or non-

medical students). For the questions where multiple 

answers were possible, a mode was determined, show-

ing the most frequent option. In order to determine the 

statistical importance of data obtained and its connec-

tion to the studied factor, a common χ2-test for inde-

pendence (Chi-squared test) was used, where value 

p<0.05 was considered significant. 

Results 

A total of 350 students from Nis University participated 

in the survey. The students were divided into two main 

groups. The first group encompasses students of bio-

medical sciences. This included the Medical Faculty, 

which includes study programmes Medicine (MD) and 

Pharmacology, as well as students from the Faculty of 

Natural Sciences (Biology).  

The second group includes students of other facul-

ties, whose study programmes do not have any common 

points with the topic of antibiotics. These included Fac-

ulty of Electronic Engineering, Faculty of Law, Faculty 

of Economics, Faculty of Philosophy, Faculty of Gen-

eral Engineering, Faculty of Architecture, Faculty of 

Art and Faculty of Natural Sciences (informatics). 

The results have been quantified and divided into 

three subgroups (knowledge, beliefs, habits), for easier 

interpretation. There were 184 students from the Medi-

cal Faculty and related sciences (52.57%), and 166 stu-

dents from other faculties (47.43%). Among the whole 

number of interrogated students, 123 identified as male 

(35.14%) and 227 as female (64.86%). In tables, ques-

tions that allowed the participants to give more than one 

response are denoted with an asterisk (*), to indicate 

that the overall number of answers is higher than 350. 

The group of biomedical students will be referred to as 

Group A, and the group of students from other faculties 

will be known as group B. 

Knowledge on antibiotics 

Table 2 enumerates answers to the questions regarding 

students’ knowledge on antibiotics. The numbers are given 

along with percentage in the respective group of data.  

Most of the questions have yielded a statistically 

important difference between the two groups. It is 

shown that students of both groups have identified 

bacteria as the main pathogen killed by antibiotics 

(78.80% in Group A vs. 74.7% in group B). However, a 

significantly larger portion of the group B considered 

antibiotics useful against viruses (37.35% vs.7.06%, 

p<0.00001) and fungi (18.67% vs. 7.61%, p=0.002).  

Similar important differences were found as far as 

classifying medicines is concerned. A similarly low 

Table 2 Results: Knowledge on antibiotics: biomedical students against students of other faculties  

Question Answers All students (350) Group A (184) Group B (166) p-value 

Antibiotics are effective 

against… 

Bacteria 
Y  269  (76.86%)  145  (78.80%)  124 (74.7%) 

0.363 
N  81  (23.14%)  39  (21.19%)  42 (25.3%) 

Viruses 
Y  75  (21.43%)  13  (7.06%)  62 (37.35%) 

<0.001 
N  275  (78.57%)  171  (92.94%)  104 (62.65%) 

Fungus 
Y  45  (12.86%)  14  (7.61%)  31 (18.67%) 

0.002 
N  305  (87.14%)  170  (92.39%)  135 (81.33%) 

Of the following drugs, 

antibiotics are… 

Brufen 
Y  33  (9.43%)  5  (2.72%)  28 (16.87%) 

<0.001 
N  317  (90.57%)  179  (97.28%)  138 (83.13%) 

Paracetamol 
Y  85  (24.29%)  15  (8.15%)  70 (42.17%) 

<0.001 
N  265  (75.71%)  169  (91.85%)  96 (57.83%) 

Probiotic 
Y  29  (8.29%)  10  (5.43%)  19 (11.45%) 

0.042 
N  321  (91.17%)  174  (94.57%)  147 (88.55%) 

Sinacillin 
Y  279  (79.71%)  163  (88.59%)  116 (69.88%) 

<0.001 
N  71 (20.29%)  21  (11.41%)  50 (30.12%) 

Bromazepam 
Y  9  (2.57%)  1  (0.54%)  8 (4.82%) 

0.012 
N  341  (97.43%)  183  (99.46%)  158 (95.18%) 

Penicillin 
Y  282  (80.57%)  166  (90.22%)  116 (69.88%) 

<0.001 
N  68  (19.43%)  18  (9.78%)  50 (30.12%) 

Antibiotics need not be taken in regular intervals, 

as long as the daily dosage is respected. 

Y  48  (13.71%)  10  (5.43%)  38 (22.89%) 
<0.001 

N  301  (86.00%)  174  (94.46%)  127 (76.51%) 

Antibiotics help after all types of cough, throat 

pain, and common cold. 

Y  62  (17.71%)  12  (6.52%)  50 (30.12%) 
<0.001 

N  278  (79.43%)  163  (88.59%)  115 (69.28%) 

Antibiotics can be kept for further usage, if the 

illness reappears. 

Y  116  (33.14%)  58  (31.52%)  58 (34.94%) 
0.399 

N  230  (65.71%)  126  (68.48%)  104 (62.65%) 

Taking antibiotics out of dosing regimen is not 

dangerous. 

Y  16  (4.57%)  8  (4.35%)  8 (4.82%) 
0.882 

N  331  (94.57%)  175  (95.11%)  156 (93.98%) 

Abbreviations: Y: yes, N: no, Group A: biomedical students, Group B: non-biomedical students 
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number of students identified Probiotic as an antibiotic 

in both groups (5.43% vs. 11.45%). However, all other 

medicines have been better identified (with a significant 

difference) by students of the biomedical sciences 

(group A). Ibuprofen was correctly identified as a non-

steroid anti-inflammatory drug [NSAID] by 97.28% of 

participants from group A, whereas 16.87% of group B 

identified it as an antibiotic (p<0.00001). The largest 

difference was found when it came to identifying 

Paracetamol (acetaminophen). This drug was classified 

as an antibiotic by as much as 42.17% of students from 

group B, whereas this number drops to 8.15% among 

group A (p<0.00001). 

Yes-no questions were answered with less discrepancy 

between the groups. Similar percentages (31.52% students 

from A, and 34.94% of students from B) considered that 

antibiotics can be kept for future use, and similar 

percentages (4.35% of group A vs. 4.82% of group B) 

considered that taking antibiotics out of dosing regime is 

not harmful. However, differences were found in the 

question regarding the regularity of the dosing regimen. A 

large portion of group A (94.46%) considered that 

antibiotics must be taken in regular intervals only, whereas 

this number drops to 76.51% in group B, p<0.00001. 

Another large gap is seen in the question about the 

effectiveness of antibiotics. They were found useful against 

all types of common cold and cough by 30.12% of the 

group B, whereas as little as 6.52% of students from the 

group A considered this statement true, p<0.00001. 

Beliefs on antibiotics 

Table 3 enumerates answers to questions about beliefs 

on antibiotics and their effectiveness. The same notation 

is kept as in Table 2.  

Statistical significance was noted in all four questions 

related to beliefs about antibiotics. Fewer students from 

group A believed that antibiotics are helpful with most 

diseases than in group B (24.46% vs. 39.16%, 

p<0.00001). A slightly larger number of students from 

group B thought that antibiotics can be taken to prevent 

disease (8.43% vs. 2.17%, p=0.007), similarly to the 

belief in relation to side-effects. Only two students from 

group A (1.08%) stated that antibiotics had no side 

effects, whereas 7.83% of students from group B have 

reported such a belief (p=0.002). However, a significantly 

larger portion of students from group B believed that the 

therapy may be interrupted when the symptoms fade out 

(20.48% vs. 7.61%, p=0.001). 

Habits about taking the antibiotics 

Table 4 summarises the results from last nine questions 

that are related to students’ habits when it comes to 

consuming antibiotics. The notations remain the same as 

in previous tables.  

The two groups have more in common as far as 

habits of antibiotics’ usage is concerned. There was no 

statistical difference in answers on questions about 

preventive usage of antibiotics, alcohol consumption 

during therapy, carrying antibiotics on travels, regime 

interruption, and consulting a doctor prior to therapy, 

with the percentages being similar across the range. 

However, the statistical difference (p=0.001) was 

observed when it comes to acquiring antibiotics without 

a prescription. Students from group A have reported this 

in a larger percentage (67.39% vs. 48.19%). Also, a 

statistical difference was observed in answers to the 

question that addresses expiry date verification and the 

instruction manual. Again, a much larger percentage of 

students from group A reported reading the manual and 

verifying the date (80.43% vs. 62.05%, p=0.001).  

The final question, which asks about the reasons for 

which students take antibiotics on their own, has statis-

tically significant results at p<0.00001. More students 

from group A listed that it was hard to reach a doctor 

(24.46% vs. 6.63%) and that they took advice from a 

family member working in healthcare (25.00% vs. 

21.69%). However, students from group B opted in a 

larger percent for ―I have it at home‖ and ―I had a good 

experience with the medicine‖, 30.72% vs. 25.54% and 

20.48% vs. 15.22%, respectively, so there was a clear 

distinction between the answers of the two groups. Note 

that the percentages account for the part of the students’ 

answer in the whole group of students, not just those who 

answered this question. 

Table 3 Beliefs on antibiotics. 

Question All students (350) Group A (184) Group B (166) p value 

I believe antibiotics can help me  

with most diseases. 

A  101  (28.86%)  45  (24.46%)  65  (39.16%) 
<0.001 

D  236  (67.43%)  139  (75.54%)  97  (58.43%) 

I believe that taking antibiotics preventively  

can immunise us against the common flu. 

A  18  (5.14%)  4  (2.17%)  14  (8.43%) 
0.007 

D  329  (91.39%)  180  (97.83%)  149  (89.76%) 

I believe that the therapy may be interrupted 

when the symptoms fade out. 

A  48  (13.71%)  14  (7.61%)  34  (20.48%) 
0.001 

D  298  (82.78%)  168  (91.39%)  130  (78.31%) 

I believe that antibiotics have no side-effects. 
A  15  (4.29%)  2  (1.08%)  13  (7.83%) 

0.002 
D  331  (94.57%)  181  (98.37%)  150  (90.36%) 

Abbreviations. A: agree, D: disagree, Group A: biomedical students, Group B: non-biomedical students. NB. Not all the participants have 

answered the questions. 
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Discussion 

As mentioned in Introduction, this study is one of the 

rare few to approach comparatively the subject. The 

study has found statistically significant differences be-

tween the two groups in the sections on knowledge and 

beliefs. Similar results were reported in the United Arab 

Emirates [10] where the two groups have been com-

pared, and the hypotheses of the two surveys coincide.  

Knowledge on antibiotics 

Students from both groups have correctly identified 

bacteria as the main pathogen for which antibiotics are 

used. They have done so with a lower percentage than 

students from Nepal [13] and Malaysia [14], where 

almost all participants denoted bacteria correctly. By 

contrast, students in Serbia have done considerably bet-

ter than their counterparts in Jordan, where the percent 

of correct answers was 70.4% and 29.9% of medical 

and nonmedical students, respectively [15]. 

However, non-biomedical students have identified 

viruses in a much larger percentage than the ones from 

the biomedical domain (37.35% vs. 7.06%). These 

numbers are somewhat better than ones reported in South 

Jordan [15], where the ratio of medical vs. non-medical 

stood at 28.1% vs. 67.2%. The rate was similar in the 

United Arab Emirates [10], where the percentages were 

34.2% and 69.8%, of medical and non-medical students, 

respectively. These percentages indicate that students 

from the Serbian university have a somewhat better 

knowledge of the ineffectiveness of antibiotics in viral 

infections. This is supported by studies from Malaysia 

[14, 16] and Italy [17], where 20% of medical students 

considered antibiotics effective against viruses. 
Similarly, students of biomedical sciences are more 

aware that time of the dosage regiment needs to be re-
spected to prevent the development of antibiotic re-
sistance, with as low as 5.43% reporting that antibiotics 
need not be taken at regular intervals. This percentage is 
more reassuring than the one reported by a study on 
medical students from Sudan [18], where 46.1% re-
ported making-up dosages as frequent. 

Students from non-biomedical faculties were found 

more likely to consider antibiotics helpful against all 

types of cough and common cold (30.12% vs. 6.52%). 

A completely opposed ratio of the two groups was 

found in the only similar study in the United Arab 

Emirates [10], where more medical students were likely 

to employ antibiotics against cold cough (34.2%) than 

non-medical students (25.2%). Comparing answers of 

biomedical students from Nis to the immediate region, 

one sees that numbers reported in Poland were slightly 

better, where only 6.6% of medical students stated hav-

ing employed antibiotics against the common cold [19]. 

However, much more worrying data was found in 

Trinidad and Tobago (35.2%) [20], South India (22.7%) 

[9], and United Arab Emirates (34.12%) [10]. Besides, a 

Table 4 Results on questions about habits on antibiotics.  

Question All students (350) group A (184) group B (166) p value 

Have you ever acquired antibiotics with no prescription? 
Y  204 (56.67%)  124  (67.39%)  80  (48.19%) 

0.001 
N  145 (41.43%)  60  (32.61%)  85  (51.21%) 

Have you ever acquired antibiotics preventively? 
Y  15  (4.17%)  10  (5.43%)  5  (3.01%) 

0.261 
N  324 (92.57%)  168  (91.30%)  156  (93.98%) 

Have you ever consumed alcohol during your therapy 

with antibiotics? 

Y  74 (20.56%)  36  (19.57%)  38  (22.89%) 
0.412 

N  274 (78.29%)  148  (80.43%)  126  (75.91%) 

Do you carry an antibiotic when you travel, in case 

someone falls ill? 

Y  197 (56.29%)  101  (54.89%)  96  (57.83%) 
0.536 

N  152 (43.43%)  83  (45.11%)  69  (41.57%) 

Have you ever interrupted your regime before the time 

prescribed? 

Y  172 (49.14%)  87  (47.28%)  85  (51.20%) 
0.485 

N  173 (49.43%)  94  (51.09%)  79  (47.59%) 

Do you always consult your doctor prior to taking 

antibiotics? 

Y  211 (60.29%)  111  (60.33%)  100  (60.24%) 
0.987 

N  139 (39.71%)  73  (39.67%)  66  (39.76%) 

Do you always inspect the instruction manual and check 

the expiry date prior to taking an antibiotic? 

Y  251 (71.71%)  148  (80.43%)  103  (62.05%) 
0.001 

N  94 (26.86%)  36  (19.57%)  58  (34.94%) 

Have you ever skipped a dose that you went on to make 

up for? 

Y  125 (35.71%)  64  (34.78%)  61  (36.75%) 
0.831 

N  229 (63.61%)  120  (65.22%)  109  (65.66%) 

If you take antibiotics 

on your own,  

the reasons that you 

do it for are…  

(multiple responses) 

I have it at home  98 (28.00%)  47  (25.54%)  51  (30.72%) 

<0.00001 

I study medicine (or relevant faculty), 

so I am informed 
 65 (18.57%)  63  (34.24%)  2  (1.20%) 

Someone from my household works  

in healthcare 
 82 (23.43%)  46  (25.00%)  36  (21.69%) 

it’s hard to reach a doctor  56 (16.00%)  45  (24.46%)  11  (6.63%) 

I had a good experience  

with that medicine 
 62 (17.71%)  28  (15.22%)  34  (20.48%) 

Abbreviations: Y: yes, N: no, Group A: biomedical students, Group B: non-biomedical students  
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multitude of studies conducted in Asia has reported 

much larger percentages of students of medicine or 

pharmacology employing antibiotics in this fashion. 

These include Saudi Arabia (64.2%) [21], Qatar (62%) 

[22], and Sri Lanka (57%) [23]. This shows that bio-

medical students from Nis University have a better per-

ception of the subject.  

Differently to most questions, a similar number of 

students from both groups (between 30% and 35%) 

have reported that they keep antibiotics for future usage. 

Similar numbers have been reported in Sudan [18], and 

Malaysia [14], without distinction between study 

courses. Nevertheless, the number of students from Nis 

who keep antibiotics for future use is lower than the one 

in Nigeria [24], where 51% of the general population of 

university students have admitted doing so. 

Finally, when asked to identify antibiotics, biomedi-

cal students in Nis were far more successful than their 

peers from other faculties. Large differences in percent-

ages were reported when it comes to Amoxicillin (mar-

keted as Sinacillin), Bromazepam, Paracetamol, Probi-

oti,c and Ibuprofen (marketed as Brufen). These differ-

ences can undoubtedly be explained by the fact that 

students of biomedical sciences have much more theo-

retical knowledge on the subject than ones from the 

other faculties. Compared to a study done in Saudi Ara-

bia [21], students from Serbia from both groups have 

been more successful in identifying drugs. In Saudi 

Arabia, as much as 74% have not been sure about the 

nature of Paracetamol. In Nis, Paracetamol was incor-

rectly identified by 42.17% of non-biomedical and 

8.15% of biomedical students. The largest number of 

students have identified correctly Bromazepam and 

Sinacillin (amoxicillin), as the two are among more 

famous drugs in Serbia. Similar findings were reported 

in China [25]. Amoxicillin was identified correctly in 

both groups (88.59% vs. 69.88%), with a better percent-

age than the one reported in the United Arab Emirates 

[10], where the percentages were 69% vs. 50.5% for 

medical and non-medical students, respectively. There-

fore, students from the Serbian university have distin-

guished better between the commonly used medicines. 

In a nutshell, biomedical students have demonstrated 

a better knowledge of antibiotics than their counterparts 

from other study courses. This confirms the hypothesis 

of this survey. When compared with similar studies 

conducted elsewhere, one concludes that students of Nis 

University have demonstrated average or slightly better 

results. This applies also to the studies conducted in the 

near region, like in Italy and Portugal [17, 26]. Yet, they 

need to be educated as far as keeping antibiotics for 

future use is concerned. 

Beliefs 

In all questions regarding students’ beliefs on antibiot-

ics, biomedical students have scored better with a sta-

tistical significance. This is in compliance with the hy-

pothesis of this research, as the biomedical students 

should be more aware of the correct usage of antibiotics. 

In addition, they have done somewhat better than some 

studies in the proximate region of Southern Europe, 

such as the one in Italy [17]. In this study, 15% of stu-

dents from a biomedical school reported approval of 

premature interruption of treatment, compared to 7.61% 

from Nis. Furthermore, a much lower number of bio-

medical students from Nis reported that antibiotics had 

no side-effects (1.08%) than in South India, whereby as 

much as 15.5% considered antibiotics to be universally 

safe drugs [9].  

Nevertheless, in the group of non-biomedical stu-

dents, relatively satisfactory answers have been re-

ported. However, it is worrying that as much as 20.48% 

consider that therapy may be interrupted as soon as the 

symptoms fade out, neglecting possible surviving path-

ogens. Therefore, they appear unaware that, in order to 

obtain the complete effect of the prescribed medication, 

the full dose must be taken. This can be explained by 

the fact that antibiotics often display the desired result 

before the entire treatment is complete [3, 4]. Similar 

numbers were reported by studies in developing coun-

tries, such as Sudan [18]. 

Habits 

Despite the fact that the biomedical students were better 

informed about antibiotics, as seen in the Knowledge 

section, and that they have demonstrated results that are 

as good as or even better than those of their peers in 

comparable countries, the habits seem to be more or less 

same in both groups. 

Statistical difference was found in answers to the 

question regarding the acquisition of antibiotics with no 

prescription, where as much as 67.39% of biomedical 

students reported doing so, compared to 48.1% of non-

biomedical students. This can be linked to the fact that 

the biomedical students may consider themselves in-

formed enough to take the matter in their own hands. 

Similar numbers were reported in Qatar [22]. However, 

a much more promising result was noted in Malaysia 

[16], where only 11.3% of students from non-biomedi-

cal faculties have reported acquisition without a pre-

scription. 

Another statistical significance was found in an-

swers to the question on the instruction manual and 

expiry date. A larger percentage of biomedical students 

reported that they check them regularly (80.43%) in 

comparison to non-biomedical students (62.05%). The 

rational behaviour is in compliance with a study from 

Sudan [18]. 

The reasons that students take the antibiotics on their 

own are also different between the groups. A part of 

biomedical students considers themselves informed 

enough to decide on the usage of antibiotics (34.24%). 

Also, a larger percentage of biomedical students have 

reported it hard to reach a doctor. The numbers show that 

students from non-biomedical faculties tend to put more 

faith in their previous experience with the drug. A larger 
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percentage (30.72%) keeps the antibiotic at home and 

one- fifth of participants return to the medicine they have 

had a good experience with. These numbers are more 

acceptable than those reported in China [25], where as 

much as 63% of students kept antibiotics at home. Also, 

in South Jordan [27], almost a third of interrogated parties 

reported that they would use antibiotics they already have. 

Other questions have yielded no statistical signifi-

cance. This is different than studies from Jordan [15], 

and the United Arab Emirates [10], where biomedical 

students have demonstrated better habits than their 

counterparts from other faculties. In any case, the gen-

eral correct response rate moves between 50% and 60%. 

Around 60% report consulting their physician before 

using the medicines. Similar numbers were found in 

studies on the general public in Italy and Norway [11, 

12], and drastically different to a study from Turkey, 

where as much as 89% reported using antibiotics on 

their own [28], as well as to a study from China [29], 

where just over a quarter stated they would consult their 

doctor. Around 55% of students have reported carrying 

antibiotics on holidays, implying they might reach out 

to them without consulting their doctor should they 

assess the situation as dangerous.  

Around 21% have admitted to using alcohol during 

the treatment. This demonstrates their awareness of the 

side effects of alcohol usage during antibiotic therapy 

which includes inhibition of the drug’s effect or even 

violent physical reactions when combined with certain 

antibiotics [30]. Numbers from Nis are better than ones 

reported in a study in Tamil Nadu, where 61.54% were 

aware of the fact [31]. Percentages of students who have 

made up for lost doses is similar (around 35%), and 

considerably better than the Sudanese study, where nearly 

half of the interrogated students reported constant making 

up for the missed doses [18]. Therefore, it is conclusive 

that students from this Serbian university tend to have 

similar habits regarding the usage of antibiotics. 

Abovementioned numbers show that students from 

the University of Nis generally have better knowledge 

than some comparable groups when antibiotics come to 

question. Still, their practices are not satisfactory, de-

spite their overall acceptable knowledge. A large per-

centage of the students take antibiotics on their own. 

Similarly, they seem to decide for themselves when to 

stop the dosage, with around half of interrogated stu-

dents from both groups doing so. This means that the 

overall habits of the students should be improved. 

Conclusion 

The study has found that students of biomedical sci-

ences possess better theoretical knowledge on the sub-

ject of antibiotics and their usage and effectiveness. In 

addition, their beliefs seem to be more rational. This is 

generally similar to studies conducted around the world. 

However, habits of the students are mostly the same 

across the range, without extensive linkages to their 

study course (with the exception of the acquisition of 

antibiotics without a prescription and checking the in-

struction manual of the drug). In general, percentages 

regarding their habits can be worrying in relation to the 

length of the treatment course and should be amelio-

rated with a campaign to better inform the students. 
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